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Abstract
A model with a finite number of consumers trading in land that can be changed
through production is examined. Unlike most other models in urban economics, land is
modelled as measurable subsets of a compact set. Formally, there are three major results.
Conditions under which a solution to the producer's profit maximization problem exists
are found. Secondly, conditions under which a solution to the consumer's problem exists
are found. The assumptions used to prove these two results are standard.
existence of an equilibrium is demonstrated.

Finally, the

Continuum models, such as monocentric city models( Alonso[l], Beckmann [2]), are
widely used in urban economics and regional science to explain the residential location
of consumers. In general, they yield first-order conditions and comparative statics that
have empirical relevance.
As noted in Wheaton [21], although the assumptions of the mono centric city
model are simple and essential for mathematical tractability, they eliminate some important features of urban structure. A criticism is made by Berliant [4]on the consistency
of the assumptions employed in the monocentric city model. As it is typical in these
models to assume that the land of the economy is in a Euclidean space and there is an
infinity of consumers, Berliant [4] shows that most agents would own a parcel of land of
measure

a because

there is only a countable number of disjoint subsets of positive area

in any partition of a Euclidean space. As a consequence, the equilibria and the comparative statics of monocentric city models are not necessarily close (in the Hildenbrand [16]
sense) to any reasonable finite economies. Moreover, the existence of equilibrium and the
classical welfare theorems have not been examined in great depth for the monocentric
city models. Berliant and ten Raa [7]show that it is possible to construct examples such
that all of the classical conditions of general equilibrium theory hold but no equilibrium
exists. Berliant, Papageorgiou, and Wang [9] find examples where the first or second
welfare theorems fail even under classical conditions.
Since the monocentric city models suffer from the mathematical problem and
the theoretical difficulties mentioned above, the conclusions they reach are, therefore,
open to question.

In a series of papers by Berliant, an alternative way of modelling

the commodity land such that it can be freely subdivided and recombined and such

that each trader has positive measure of land has been proposed. In particular, land is
modelled as a measurable subset L, of R2, and the consumption set of each of a finite
number of traders consists of the measurable subsets 13of L. Any commodities which are
indivisible and heterogeneous in the sense that the commodity would not be the same if
it is divided, and such that different parts can have different things embedded in them,
can also be modelled this way.
In Berliant [4] under an independence assumption, the utility function is shown
to take the form:

where m is Lebesgue measure on land, B E 13is the parcel that the agent i owns, and
hi > 0 a.s. is integrable on land L. Since the utility from the union of two parcels is
equal to sum of the utility of the two parcels, this linear-type utility function actually
rules out complementarities between parcelsl, but is useful to obtain results. Assuming
the price of land can be represented by the integral of a price density, a characterization
of the demand for land with a linear utility function (1) is given in Berliant [3] and the
existence of equilibrium, as well as the welfare theorems, are proved in Berliant [5]for an
exchange economy with land. In an effort to generalize the utility function to a nonlinear
one, Berliant and ten Raa [8]have proposed a topology on land parcels and showed that a
solution to the consumer's problem will always exist for utilities continuous with respect
to the topology. While this work can be viewed as an attempt to build a model of land
closer to reality, only the properties of the pure exchange economy with land have so
far been examined. The comparative statics of a complete model including production
might be important and could be compared with those of the New Urban Economics.
A complete model could also have an impact on the local public goods literature.

In fact, the original motivation for this line of research on economies with land was to
combine a model of land with a model of local public goods to see if this combination
could reverse any of the negative results of Bewley [11] concerning local public goods.
Clearly, production is necessary if one is to include local public goods in the model.
In this paper, we develop a general equilibrium model of land with production
which integrates the markets for land and mobile goods. As will become clear later on,
this model allows for a higher degree of differentiation in the commodity space than most
other models in the infinite commodity literature. The same parcel of land with different production input-output

densities on it are treated as different commodities. The

analysis follows the spirit of the models mentioned above, using a set of assumptions
that enables us to get a solution to the producer's and consumer's problems and the
general properties of the equilibrium. In equilibrium, a producer and consumers jointly
determine the production input-output

density on land, and thus determine which dif-

ferentiated products are produced and consumed.
In our framework, land can be purchased from the consumers and can be modified
in the sense that a change in land through production (of housing, say) can increase or
decrease the value of the land.

Thus, the price of land depends on its area, shape,

location, and anything embedded in it through production.

Any production activity

which changes the elements of land and limits its further use, such as strip mining, may
reduce its value. Building a house on a piece of land can be considered adding value to
the land since the price of land includes everything embedded in it.
The price system for land deserves special attention since land is productive and
only the price of land can reflect the fact that land has been altered through production.
In other words, an effective price system should be able to assign appropriate values to

parcels of land with different input-output densities in addition to different areas, shapes
and locations, as land parcels are marked by input-output
Therefore, the input-output

density after production.

density enters the price system for land as an argument.

This characteristic of land prices in the production economy distinguishes our model
and analysis from other works in the infinite dimensional commodity literature since the
land prices are densities on the product space of land Land Rk, where k is the number
of mobile commodities. Note that duality theory can not be used here to get a price
space for land as the commodity space, which contains B as a component, is not linear.

Although the complexity of the land price arises in a very natural way, it inevitably
introduces some difficulties to the proof of the existence of solutions to the producer's
and consumer's problems and to the proof of the existence of an equilibrium of the
economy. First, it is not obvious what restrictions should be placed on the price space
to get the convexity needed to apply a fixed point theorem. Some topology on inputoutput densities is required to define the continuity of the land price. Thus, in order to
get a solution to the producer's problem we endow the commodity space and the spaces
containing input-output

densities and price systems with some topological structures

with respect to which the profit function can be shown to be continuous. We also limit
the price systems to a space which satisfies a convexity restriction in order to get the
existence results.

Section II describes the economy, makes definitions and assumptions regarding
the production set, and defines the producer's problem. In section III we demonstrate the
existence of a solution to the producer's problem. The assumptions needed to guarantee
existence of a solution to the producer's problem when the production set depends on
the land used are explored.

In section IV, preferences and endowments of consumers are defined. We assume
consumers have the choice of the production density on the land demanded by them. The
mathematical tools used to establish that there is a solution to the consumer's problem
include the theorems of Ascoli and Lyapunov.

Next, in section V, we demonstrate

the existence of an equilibrium, which is obtained by embedding the demand for land
in nonnegative measures and using the Ky Fan fixed point theorem to get a "mixed
equilibrium" in which consumers can buy fractions of parcels. Then we show that some
mixed equilibrium thus obtained is actually a competitive equilibrium.

Finally, some

concluding remarks and possible extensions are offered in section VI.

Consider an economy with k mobile goods and land L, a compact subset of Rn.
Let B denote the a-algebra of measurable sets in L. Consider one firm in the economy
using land and other factors in the production of k mobile goods and any other goods
that are immobile, such as housing, on the land. For this firm, the production decision
is to choose a production plan such that profit is maximized.
We formally define the space of Lipschitz functions, the production set Y, and
the price system P for land as follows:
Definition 1: 51 is the space of all k-dimensional Lipschitz functions defined on
L with constant
IIb(x)
norm.

- b(y)lIk

C1

> O. b

:::; c111x

- ylln

E

51

if and only if b =

for x and y E L where

11.llk

a

is the k-dimensional Euclidean

51 is endowed with the uniform topology(Munkres

sup metric sp(b1,b2)

= sUPxEL IIb1(x)

- b2(x)lIk

for b1,b2

continuous functions on L. 1B is the indicatorfunction

on the boundary of Land

[19} p.122) induced by the
E 51.

GO(L) is the space of

for land parcel B E B where IB(X)

is 1 when x E B, 0 otherwise.

Define Be = {x ELI

X ~

B} and B / C = {x ELI x E B

and x ~ C} for B, C E B.
b is the input-output

density which stands for the production activity undertaken

on land L, and we restrict b to the space of Lipschitz functions in order to obtain a
solution to the firm's problem and an equilibrium of the economy. For x E L, b(x) is the
density of inputs and outputs used at x. Outputs are given positive coordinates while
inputs are given negative ones. This topology is chosen for Sl because, as was discussed
in the introduction,

b is an argument in the land price system and the weak* topology

on Sl (embedding Sl in LOO) will not be strong enough to ensure the continuity of the
land price in input-output

n, b(x)

density b.

Definition 2: Let

n

= 0 for any x

rf. A.

denote the subset of Sl

=

Bx Rk such that if (b, A, d) E

A production set Y is a subset of

(b, A, y) E Y, y = fA b(x)dm(x)
b(x)

X

n

such that for any

where m is Lebesgue measure on land.

0 for any x rf. A means that the input-output

A under the production plan (b,A,y).

density is only changed on

Since b = (b1, ... ,bi, ... ,bk), where bi is an L1(L)

function2 mapping L to R,
y =

L

b(x)dm(x)

is the input-output

=

(L

b1(x)dm(x),

""

L

bi(x)dm(x),

,."

L

bk(x)dm(x))

vector on A. In the following definitions, we put some topological

structure on the CT-algebraB needed for the proofs in sections III and IV,
Definition 3: Let R+ denote the set of non-negative real numbers.
Rk) is the set of Lipschitz functions mapping L
P E S2 if and only if P

= 0 on

I P(x,rl)

X

Rk to R+ with constant

the boundary of Land

- P(y,r2)

I::; C2(I\(x,rI)
8

- (y,r2)l\n+k)

S2 ~ CO(L
C2

X

> O. Thus,

Definition 4: A price system for land is P E 52. Implicitly,
P(.,b(.))

P: Lx

51

-t

R+ via

ifb E 51.

Definition 5: The set of price systems,

2: OVj,Vb E 51,fLP(x,b(x))dm(x)

... ,qk),qj

P5,

is {(P,q)

+ L:~=1qj =

I}.

of P 5 by (P, q) where q is the price system for mobile goods.
production

x Rkl q

=

(q1,

We denote an element
Notice that P prices

not undertaken.

Assumption AI: If(b,A,y)
If(bt,At,yt)

E 52

E YVt and bt

-t

E Y and {x E Llb(x)

b, then 3y E Rk,A

=1=

a} ~ A', then (b,A',y)

E B with (b,A,y)

E Y.

E Y.

The first part of the above assumption means that if a production plan is feasible,
then the same plan using more or less land (through set inclusion) is also feasible provided
that the parcel with non-zero density is included. Implicitly, a producer can artificially
employ all land in his production plan since only the land parcel with non-zero inputoutput densities matters. The second part of Al states that for any {bd~1

E 51 which

converges to b* in the topology defined above, there exist y* E Rk and A * E B such
that y* = fA- b*(x)dm(x)

and thus, production is feasible (there always is such a y*).

In other words, the production set is closed.

That Y is closed and the equicontinuity of a maximizing sequence {bd~1

are

parts of the sufficient condition for the proof that there is a solution to the producer's
problem.

j

max
(b,A,y)EY

for the profit function.

bt E Sl,Yt

=

(P(x,b(x))

- P(x,O))dm(x)

A

+ q.y

If (bt, At, Yt) is an element of Y for every t, then At E E,

fAt bt(x)dm(x)

E

R\

and bt(x) = 0 for any x rf. At. The main problem is

to show that there exists (b* , A * , y*) E Y ~ SIX Ex Rk such that At

production plan. Let {(bt, At, Yt)}~l

E Y ~ Sl

X

Xj

-+

the constant

C1

x E L. Then since {bd~l

> 0, bt(xj)

-+

bt(x) as j

A * in the sense

Ex Rk be a maximizing sequence

for the profit function tending to the supremum, and let {Xj}~l
such that

-+

be a sequence in L

are in the space of Lipschitz functions for

-+ 00

for all t, where the convergence does not

metric, by Ascoli's theorem (Munkres [19] p.276), {bd~l
Thus, there exists a subsequence {btJ~l

is contained in a compact set.

converging to b* in 51, i.e., btl(X)

--+

b*(x)

uniformly for all x E L. vVepass to this subsequence, and we denote it by {bd~l'

exists a 81 > 0 such that IIb*(x
there exists aT>

)llk < 81 for every

lim ( bt(x)dm(x)

t2

JL

I P(x, b*(x)) I:::; 82 for

> 0, there exists aT>

lim
t-+oo

J (L P(x,

bt(x ))dm(x)

t1

+ t1.

> 0,
As L

J L b*(x)dm(x).

0 such that for all t > T, P(x, bt(x))

[P(x, b*(x)) + t2]dm(x)

for

= (

every x E L. Also since P E

1

lim ( [P(x,
t-+ooJL

51,

0 such that for all t > T, and x E L, Ilbt(x)lIk < IIb*(x)llk

t-+oo

82 > 0 such that

x E L. Note that as bE

:::;(82 + (2)m(L)

= (

JL

<

52

and b E

51,

< P(x, b*(x)) +

given
t2

for

00.

P(x, b*(x ))dm(x).

bt(x)) - P(x, 0) + q.bt(x )]dm(x) = ( [P(x, b*(x)) - P(x, 0) + q.b*(x )]dm(x)

JL

By AI, (bt, L, Yt) E Y for all t, (b*, L, y*) E Y and (b*, L, y*) attains the supremum
value4 of the profit function./ / /
It is interesting to see what restrictions must be placed on the production set to
guarantee a solution to the producer's problem if there is a feasible production set for
each element of the (I-algebra. The dependence of the production set on land can be
modelled as follows. There is a correspondence A from B to 51 such that a production
plan (b, A, y) E Y iff'we have b E A(A), y = fA b(x)dm(x).

The following corollary proves

that there is a solution to the producer's problem.
Corollarv 1: For each A E B, let A(A) ~ 51. Assume that if {x E Llb(x)
then b E A(A),

and if b = 1imt-+ex>btwith bt E A(At)

some A. Also assume that 0 E A(A)VA.

=I

O} ~ A,

for some At, then b E A(A) for

Then there exists a solution to the producer's

problem.
Proof: If Y

= {(b,A,y)lb

E A(A),y

=

fA b(x)dm(x)},

then Y satisfies AI. Fol-

lowing theorem 1, there exists a solution to the producer's problem./ / /
Next we provide an example to illustrate the relationship between land and the
production set. Suppose building a house needs some minimum amount of land: m(A) ~
r. A(A) in this case is defined as

a if m(A) < rand Y

if m(A) ~ r where 0 E Y ~ 51.

If Y is closed, then it represents an admissible production technology.

In this section we will prove that there exists a solution to the consumer's problem.
The proof uses techniques similar to those used in proving Theorem 1. There are N
consumers in the economy(indexed by i and j) who maximize their utilities given a

budget constraint.

Consumers derive utility from consuming land and mobile goods.

Implicitly the input-output

density b affects the demand for land and mobile goods. We

define the consumption set and endowment for each individual and make assumptions
concerning consumer preferences as follows.
Definition 6: For every consumer, the consumption set is X = {(b, B, d) E
non-negative in every component}.

n I d is

Without losing generality, consumer i's endowment

is given by (0, Ei, ei) E X such that Uf:1Ei

= Land

Ei n Ej

=

<P, i i= j, and ei ;::: 0 in

each component, strictly positive in some component.
An element of the consumption set X specifies a land parcel, what is put on it,
and consumption of mobile goods.
and Ei n Ej

= <P, i i= j

overlap. As X ~

Uf:l Ei

= L means all land is owned by someone,

means that two consumers cannot be endowed with parcels that

n, consumer

has zero demand for b on land parcels other than his own,

which implies that there is no externality in the consumption of land.
Assumption A2: The preferences of consumer i are represented by a utility function of the following form:

for (b, B, d) E X where hi is continuous on Lx Rk, hi(x,O) > Oa.s. and Ui: R~+l -

R is

continuous.
Preferences over land parcels depend on what is built on or mined from the parcels.
Note that the utility function allows complementarities between mobile goods and land,
but not between land parcels5.

max

(b,B,d)EX
s.t.

r

JB

r

JB

hi(X,b(x))dm(x),d)

P(x,b(x))dm(x)+q.d~

+Bdl
where L[:l

Ui(

Bi = 1, BEE

r

J~

P(x,O)dm(x)+q.ei

(P(x, by(x)) - P(x, O))dm(x)
and q, ei, d E Ri.

The basic setup follows conventional

general equilibrium theory where JEi P(x, O)dm(x)
initial endowment, and BdJL(P(x,

max

L

+ q.ei

is the value of the consumer's

+ q.y]

by(x)) - P(x, O))dm(x)

(b,B,d)EX
s.t.

+ q.y] = Ii.

Ui(

JrB hi(x,

b(x ))dm(x),

P(x, b(x ))dm(x)

+ q.d

is the total profit share

d)

~ Ii.

Proof: Since (0, </>, 0) E X fulfills the budget constraint, there is a supremum value
in the consumer's problem. Let {(bt, Bt, dt)}~l

~ 51 X Ex Ri be a maximizing sequence

for the utility function tending to the supremum, and JBt P(x, bt(x))m(x)

+ q.dt

:S Ii

for all t. The projection of the budget set onto its third component is compact in Rk
since qj

>a

for all j = I to k. Therefore, there exists a subsequence {dt1}

By Ascoli's theorem, there exists a subsequence {btl}~l

of {bd~l'

~

1

of {dd ~

which con-

verges uniformly to b* E 51. Vie pass to this subsequence, and we denote it by {bd~l'

lim

r P(x,

bt(x))dm(x)

= } rL P(x,

b*(x))dm(x)

lim

r hi(x,

bt(x ))dm(x)

= } rL hi(x,

b*(x ))dm(x).

t--co } L

t--co } L

i
i

lBt(X)P(x,b*(x))dm(x)

i

lBt (x )P(x, O)dm(x)

IBt (x )llb*(x )lIkdm(x)

i

lBt(x)dm(x).

By Lyapunov's theorem, the image of B under the vector measure

J
(

P(x, b*(X))dm(X))
J P(x, O)dm(x)
J IIb*(x )lIkdm(x)
J ldm(x)

1

lim
/-+00

J rB

lim
/-+00

lim
/-+00

P(x,b*(x))dm(x)

=

r

P(x,O)dm(x)

=

Ilb*(x)llkdm(x)

=

tl

JB

tl

J rB

tl

lim
/-+00

We pass to this subsequence,
0, Vx E B*c. Given

10

for every x E L as bt

r

JB

Idm(x) =
tl

J rEB-P(x,b*(x))dm(x)

r

J B-

r
JBFr

J EB-

P(x,O)dm(x)
Ilb*(x)llkdm(X)
_

Idm(x).

and we denote it by {Bd~l.

Next, we show that b*(x) =

> 0, there exists T such thatfor every t > T, Ilb*(x )-bt(x )llk <
---+

b* uniformly. Since bt (x)

Ilb*(x)llk <

r Ilb*(x )lIkdm(x)

JL

Since this is true for every

-

= 0, Vx

E

m(L)

Bi,

m(L)' Vt > T.

r

IIb*(x )llkdm(X)

JB

<

10,

t

10

> 0,

IB-c

IIb*(x)lIkdm(x)

= O. Thus

b*(x)

= 0, Vx E B*c.

lIBt(x)P(x,

=

bt(x))dm(x)

1

[IBt (x) - lB· (x )]P(x, b*(x ))dm(x)

11lBt

-lIB.(x)P(x,

+ llBt

::;C21IBt(x)lI[bt(x)

- P(x,b*(x))]ldm(x)
- b*(x)]lIkdm(x)

::;C2.€.1IBt

(x )dm(x)

::;C2.€[1IB.

(x )dm(x)

Em

r IBt(X)[P(x,
L

Em
t-+ex> }

lim
t-+ex> }

r

r [IBt(x)

Bt

L

(X)[P(x, bt(x)) - P(x, b*(x ))]dm(x).

(x )[P(x, bt(x)) - P(x, b*(x ))]dm(x)1

::; 11IBt(x)[P(x,bt(X))

t-+ex> }

b*(x))dm(x)

+ 8].

bt(x)) - P(x, b*(x))]dm(x)

- IB.(X)]P(x,

P(x, bt(x ))dm(x)

b*(x))dm(x)

=
}

r

B.

= O.

= 0,

P(x, b*(x))dm(x).

lIB, (x )hi(X, bt(x ))dm(x) - 1IB.(x
=

l[IB,(x)

+ 1IB,(x)[hi(x,bt(x))

-IB·(x)]hi(x,b*(x))dm(x)

11IB,(x)[hi(x,

)hi(x, b*(x ))dm(x)
- hi(X,b*(x))]dm(x).

bt(x)) - hi(x, b*(x))]dm(x)1

::; 11IB,(x)[hi(x,bt(x))

- hi(x,b*(x))]ldm(x)

::;€.lIB, (x )dm(x)
::;€[lIBO (x )dm(x) + 8].

lim

r [IB,(x)

t--oo } L

-IB.(x)]hi(x,b*(x))dm(x)

= 0,

Given

JB

t

(a) L = U~lBi

+ q.dt

P(x, bt(x))dm(x)

and Bi n Bj

(b) L:~1 di = L:~l

ei+

=

¢>

::;Ii for all t, we have

IB*

P(x, b*(x))dm(x)

+

a.s., i =I- j,

JA by(x)dm(x),

(c) L:~l bi = by,
(d) bi = 0 on Bf for all i.
Given endowments {(O,Ei,ei)}~l1

the tuple ((by,A,y),(P,q),

(bN, BN, dN)) with (by, A, y) E Y, (P, q) E PS,
competitive

(bl,B1,dd

, ... ,

and (bi, Bi, di) E X for each i, is a

equilibrium if((by, A, y), (bl, Bll dd, ... , (bN, BN, dN)) is a feasible allocation

such that
(e) for each i,(bi,Bi,di)

maximizes (3) subject to (4)

(f) (by, A, y) maximizes (2) over Y.

and consumption sets are, therefore, not convex in any natural sense. Thus, we define
land allocations and extend the utility function Ui for consumer i to the set of nonnegative essentially bounded functions on land such that demand for fractions of parcels
is allowed, and then reformulate the definitions of the consumption and production sets
to be compatible with the usual notion of convexity.

Definition 8:
(a) Let

D,I

denote the subset of 51 x L=

X

Rk where L= is endowed with the

weak* topology induced by taking L= as the dual of L1 such that (b, g, d) E D,I if and

I0 ~

only ifg E G = {s E L=(L)
(b) Let

d

s ~ l,a.s.}.

be the vector of highest possible quanti ties of mobile goods available to
in d. The corresponding

the economy and let D be the maximum of all the components
consumption

set XI ~ D,I is defined by XI = {(b, g, d) E D,I

I All

components

of d satisfy

D 2: dj 2: 0 for j = 1, ... , k}. Let

(l

UI(b, g, d) = ui
where U: is defined on 51

X

L'+

X

[h~(x, b(x))

Ri

+ g(x )hi(x,

and h~(x, b(x))

O)]dm(x), d)

= hi(x,

b(x)) - hi(x, 0) for x E L.

(c) The corresponding production set yl ~ D,I is defined by yl
(b,L,y)

E

= {(b, lL, y)

E D,I

I

Y}.

Remark: d <

00

because endowements

y, bE 51 and fA b(x)dm(x)

of mobile goods are finite and if (b, A, y) E

is bounded over band A. It is clear that some (b,g,d)

can result in negative utility, but when 9

= 1, the

utility is always positive.

E XI

The modifi-

cation of the definition of Y literally makes no change in the nature of the production,
but will provide us with the desired property of convexity.

We make the following assumption on utilities for the proof of the main theorem.
Assumption A4: For all i,
arguments,

and for A, A' E R+,

1li

a

is strictly monotone6

and quasi-concave in its k

+1

S; A + A' S; 1, b, b' E 51 and x E L, hi satisfies the

following equality:

The property of the utility density hi in A4 will be used in the proof of Lemmas
7 and 9. In accordance with the change of definitions of consumption and production
sets, results regarding compactness of X' and y' are proved below.

Lemma 1: X' and y' are compact in the product topology on 51 x L=

X

Rk•

Proof: See appendix.
In our framework, a price P for land is interpreted in the following way. Given
bE 51, P is a function which assigns to each x E L a non-negative real number P(x, b(x )).
Note that even if there were a finite dimensional commodity space (i.e., land consisted of
some finite number of plots), by changing b, it could appear that there were an infinite
number of commodities in the model.
The existence proof takes into account the effect of production on P(., b(.)). We
can be sure from theorems 1 and 2 that given x E L, demand and supply are well-defined
when a price system is chosen. Due to the non-linearity of the price system P in b, more
attention than usual has to be paid to the behavior of P in order to get linearity of the
budget set correspondence and the demand and supply correspondences (to be defined);
we restrict the price systems to the space P 5' defined below, where the price space for

(a) 53 ~ GO(L) is the set of Lipschitz functions mapping L to R+ with constant
C3

= T > 0 where

R+ is the set of non-negative real numbers.

on the boundary of Land

pE

53

if and only if p

=0

Ip(x) - p(y)1 ~ c311x- ylln for x, y E L. 53 is endowed with

the uniform topology induced by the sup metric SP(P1,P2) = sUPxEL Ip1(X) - P2(x)l·
(b) 54 ~ GO(L
with constant

I p'(x,

C3

Rk)

X

is the set of Lipschitz

functions

> O. Thus, p' E 54 if and only if p'

rd - p'(y, r2)

I~

=

mapping L x Rk to R+

0 on the boundary of Land

c3(II(x, rd - (y, r2)lIn+k) for x, y ELand

Definition 10: P5'

=

{(p,p',q)

A, A' E R, b, b' E 51 and x E L, Ap'(x, b(x))

1

[P'(x, b(x))

I

E 53 x 54 x Ri

+ A'p'(x,

r1, r2 E Rk•

p' is linear in b E 5I, i.e., for

b'(x)) = p'(x, (Ab
k

+ p(x)]dm(x) + ~

54 is

qj = I.}

+

A'b')(x )), and

fL[P'(x,b(x))+p(x)g(x)]dm(x).
that P(x,b(x))

=

Notice that if g(x) = 1 for x E L, there is aPE

+ p(x)g(x).

p'(x,b(x))

With price systems in PS',

Lemma 2: P 5' is compact in the product topology on 53

max
(by,lL,y)EY'

max
(b,g,d)EX'

Ui(

r [h~(x, b(x))

) L

s.t.l[p'(x,b(x))

(a)2.:[:1

= lL,
(b)2.:[:1 di = 2.:f::l
(c)2.:[:1 bi = by.

b(x ))dm(x)

+ g(x

we will be able to

54 x R!+-.

+ q.y

)hi(x, O)]dm(x), d)

+ p(x)g(x)]dm(x)

+ q.d::;

Ii,

gi

ei

+ fL

Given the endowment

,dN))

r p'(x,

) L

X

52 such

with (by,IL,y)

by(x)dm(x),

{(O, Ei, ei)}f:,l'

E Y',(p,p',q)

E PS',

((by, lL, y), (p, p', q), (b1,gl, dd, ... , (bN, gN
and (bi,gi,di)

E X' for each i, is a mixed

equilibriumif((by,lL,y),(b1,gl,d1),

PS', and (bi,gi,di)

...

,(bN, gN ,dN))

with (by,lL,Y)

E Y',(p,p',q)

E

X' for each i, is a mixed feasible allocation such that

E

UI

(d) for each i, (bi, gi, di) maximizes
(e) (by, lL, y) maximizes

on budget set Xi(p, p', q,Ii) (defined below),

profit relative on Y' to (p, p', q).

defined by Xi(p,p',q,Ii)=

{(b,g,d)

X' I fL[P'(x,b(x))

E

+ p(x)g(x)]dm(x)

+

q.d ::; Id

where Ii is the total wealth of consumer i as defined in (4).

ei for consumer

(b) The demand correspondence

=

by ei(p, p', q,Ii)
and {(b,g,d)
endowment

E

{(b, g, d) E X'

X'

I

(b,g,d)

I (b, g, d)

i from P 5' x R+ to X' is defined

is a greatest element of Xi under ud if Ii =I- 0,

is an element

ofXi(p,p',q,O),

at least as good as the

(0, lEi, ei) under ud if Ii = O. The aggregate demand correspondence

e(p, p', q, I) =

2:;:'1 ei(p, p', q,Ii)

where I

(c) The supply correspondence,
(b, lL, y) E Y'

I (b, lL,

y) maximizes

= (II,

... ,IN).

.", from P 5' to Y' is defined by .,,(p, p', q) = {

the profit function (2A) }.

(d) The set of excess demands Z is a subset of 51 x L'x>
as Z

= X'

- Y'

+ {(O, lL,

The excess demand correspondence,

by ((p,p',q)

= {z E Z

(e) Let (bi,gi,di)

X

Rk and is defined

O)} - {2:;:'1 (0, IE" ei)} where lEi is the land endowment

consumeri.

Iz

E

e (p,p',q,I)

E ei(p,p',q)

is

(, from PS' to 51

-." (p,p',q)

and (by, lL,y)

24

+(O,lL,O)

E .,,(p,p',q).

-

X L'X)

of

xRk is defined

2:;:'1(0, lEi,

ei)}'

Define the value of the

excess demand z E ((p, p', q) as

{81
-{1
N

Vz(p, p', q) =

[p'(x, bi(x)) + gi(x)p(x)]dm(x)

+

p'(x, by(x))dm(x)

=

1
1

N

[p'(x,

=

1=1

[p'(x, bz(x))

where bz

=

1

+ q.

dd

N

+ q'[8

p(x)dm(x)

+

ei

N

C5:J bi -

L

8
N

by)(x)) +

+ gz(X

2:;:1 bi -

by, gz =

X

+ q.(~

N

di -

I:

ei -

1=1 1=1

y)

+ q.dz

2:;:1 gi -

correspondence, r, from Sl x L=

by(x)dm(x)]}

N

(L gi -IL)(X)p(x)]dm(x)
1=1

)p(x )]dm(x)

1

2:;:1 di - 2:;:1

lL, and dz =

Rk to PS'

is defined by r(z)

=

ei -

{(p,p',q)

y. The
E

PS'

I

(p, p', q) maximizes the value of excess demand Vz(p, p', q)}.

upper hemi-continuous (u.h.c.) at xES

f(x)

if f(x)

=J.

<jJ

and if for every neighborhood U of

there exists a neighborhood V of x such that f(z)

Since Xi(p,p',q,Ii)

~ U for every z E V. f is u.h.c.

is a closed subset of a compact set

valued. (ii) Since (0, <jJ,0) E Xi for all (p,p',q)

E

PS',

X', Xi(P,P',q,Ii)

Xi is nonempty.

is compact~i

is non-empty

as Xi is non-empty and compact-valued, and the utility function is continuous. (iii)

7]

is

non-empty as y' is non-empty and compact, and the profit function is continuous. (iv)
( is non-empty as the sum of non-empty sets. (v)

T

is non-empty as PS' is non-empty

and compact by Lemma 2. (vi) Z is compact as a sum of a finite number of compact
sets.
Lemma 4: Let {(Pt, p~, qt, It)}~l
to (P*,P'*,q*,I*)
minimum

and let (b*,g*,d*)

wealth relative to (p*,p'*,q*),

be a sequence in the set PS' x R+ convergmg
E Xi(P*,P'*,q*,I*).

Under Al, if I* is not the

there exists a sequence {(bt,gt,dt)}~l

that (bt, gt, dt) E Xi(Pt, p~, qt, It) for all t and (bt, gt, dt) ~ (b*, g*, d*) as t ~

such
00.

Proof: See appendix.

Lemma 5:

Under A2 and for (p, p', q,Ii)

E P S'

X

R+, ~i(p, p', q,Ii)

and 7](p, p', q)

are upper hemi-continuous.

An important feature of the consumption set and the production set is convexity,
without which the fixed point theorem of Ky Fan [14] will not be applicable to our
model. By convexity of Y', we mean that for any (b, 1L, y) and (b', 1L, y') E Y', ()'b
(1 - )')b', 1L,).y

+ (1 -

+

).)y') E Y' where 0 ::; ). ::; 1. That is, any linear combination of

feasible technologies is still feasible.
'With land allocations being in G as discussed in the beginning of this section,
convexity of the consumption and production sets can be well-defined and it is straight-

forward to show that X' is convex as 0,' and the set of mobile goods allocations are
convex. Next, we make the assumption that a subset of Yi is convex, and show that it
implies that Y' is also convex.
Assumption A5: D

= {(by,A,y)

EY IA

= L}

is convex in band y.

Remark: Since D is convex in band y, for (b,L,y),
1, (Ab + (1 - A)b', L, Ay
(Ab

+ (1 -

A)b', lL, Ay

+ (1 -

+ (1 -

(b',L,y')

E Y, and

0::; A::;

A)y') E Y. By (c) of Definition 8, (b, IL, y), (b', lL, y') and
A)y') all belong to Y'. Hence, Y' is convex.

In view of the convexity and continuity assumptions, we can prove the following
result.
Lemma 7: Under A2, A4 and A5, ~i(p, p', q, Ii) and Tf(p, p', q) are convex-valued.
Proof: See appendix.
The strategy of the proof of existence of an equilibrium is as follows. First, we
check the assumptions of the theorem of Ky Fan [14] to find a mixed equilibrium for an
economy with price vector (p, p', q) E PS' and then we can show, by using an extreme
point argument of Berliant [5], that one mixed equilibrium is actually a competitive
equilibrium.
Theorem 4: If the economy E satisfies assumptions
mixed equilibrium

Al-A5, then there exists a

for E.

Proof: In order to obtain a mixed equilibrium, we use U' and then check the
assumptions of the theorem of Fan [14]. The price space PS' is compact by Lemma
2. From the proof of Lemma 5,
are compact,

~i

~i

and Tf are closed correspondences. Since X' and Y'

and Tf are compact-valued.

By Lemma 5, they are also upper hemi-

continuous. Using Klein and Thompson [18] Theorem 7.3.15, ~ and ( are upper hemi27

continuous, and convex-valued correspondence mapping PS' x Z to PS' x Z. We apply
Ky Fan's fixed point theorem [14] and get a fixed point ((p*, p'*, q*), z*) for '1/;. Thus,

((p*,p'*,q*),z*)

E

'lj;((p*,p'*,q*),z*)

= r(z*)

X

((P*,P'*,q*)

which is equivalent to (p*, p'*, q*) E r(z*) and z* E ((p*, p'*, q*). Since z*

((p*,p'*,q*),

there are (bi,gi,di)

ei for each i, and (b;, 1L,Y*)

E

N

g; = Lgi

-IL,

i=l

N

b; = Lbi -

b;.

i=l

l

[p'*(x, bi(x))

+ g;(x

)p*(x )]dm(x)

+ q* .di

= (b:,

E 77 such that

g;, d:) E

= (

JEi

p*(x)dm(x)

+ q*.ei + ad ( p'*(x,b;(x))dm(x)

+ q*. ( b;(x)dm(x)]

JL

t; 1

JL

N

t;
N

[p'*(x, bi(x))

+ gi(x

)p*(x )]dm(x)

+ q*.

di

N

=

{p*(x)dm(x)+q*.:Lei+

JL

=

(p'*(x,b;(x))dm(x)+q*.

i=l

1L

p'*(x, b;(x ))dm(x) +

(b;(x)dm(x)

JL

1L

p*(x )dm(x) + q*

JL

N

.[:L
i=l

ei

+

1L

b;(x )dm(x)]

which implies that the value of excess demand Vz• at (p*, p'*, q*) is 0, i.e.,

Ii

= OVi.

Ii

= OViis impossible by definition of P 5'.

Hence, there is excess demand

for this commodity, say mobile good c. But then (p*, p'*, q*) does not maximize the

good c and qj = 0 for j =f:. c gives excess demand a higher value which is positive, thus a
contradiction.

So

Ii >

O. Since (p*, p'*, q*) maximizes the value of the excess demand

< 0 on some set of positive measure in L.

Suppose p'*(x, b;(x))

Consider a

if p'*(x, b;(x)) ~ 0;

C(X)={l,

-1,

if p'*(x, b;(x)) <

o.

Notice that C.P'* E 54 and

[

C(x )p'*(x, b;(x ))dm(x) > [p'*(x,

b;(x ))dm(x),

which is a contradiction to the fact that (p*, p'*, q*) maximizes Vz •• Hence p' *(x, b;(x)) ~

o.

Now if p'*(x, b;(x))

> 0 on some set of positive measure in L, by setting p

Vz• (p, p'*, q*) > 0 which contradicts that (p*, P'*, q*) maximizes Vz•.
established that p'*(x, b;(x))
Next we show g;
Let

r{ =

UxHBf(x)

=

where

such that m(r {,jf) <

= 0 which implies

0 a.s. Let
E

r =

that fL g;(x)p*(x)dm(x)

= o.

{x ELI g;(x) > O} and suppose m(f) >

g;(x )p(x )dm(x) =

L

=

1

r.,

g;(x )p(x )dm(x)

r g;(x )p(x )dm(x) + Jr.,jr
r g;(x )p(x )dm(x)

Jr

~C3.E'

=C3.E'(l

>0,

E'

o.

>0

x) (this is possible since m is a regular measure)

if x E r{,;
otherwise.

1

0,

Thus we have

> 0 and B{(x) is the E ball around x in L. Choose an

lv fr g; (x )dm(

=

l

g;(x)dm(x)

-

'.N.m(r{,jr)

g;(x)dm(x)

- N.m(rf,jr))

C3.E

fL g;(x).p*(x)dm(x)

= O. Hence g; = 0

< 0 which contradicts that fL g;(x).p*(x)dm(x)

Finally we show that b;

=

r' = {x

0 a.s. Let

b;(x) =I O} and suppose

ELI

m(r') > O. Let x' E r'. Therefore, there is an i E {I, ..., k} such that the
of b;(x'),

call it b; ,i(x'),

ith

component

is either positive or negative. Suppose b; ,i(x') > O. Then there

exists an E > 0 such that b;,i(X') > E> O. Construct p' E S4 as follows.
p '( x,

b*())x
z

b; i(X),
= {~CC
0,

if x E Bt(x');
otherwise,

l'

which implies that b;,i does not change sign in Bt(x'),

r p'(x,

b;(x))dm(x)

} L

which contradicts that

=

r

p'(x, b;(x))dm(x)

and one has

=

} Bc(x')

=

fL p'*(x, b;(x))dm(x)

r

C3
Cl } Bc(x')

N

= lL,a.s.

i=l

N

N

I: di I:
=

i=l

ei

+ y* ,

i=l
N

I:bi = b~, a.s.
i=l

>0

0 is the maximum value. Similarly, if

b; , i(x') < 0, change the coefficient attached to b*z.o
in p' to -~,Cl
,

I:g7

b;,i(x)dm(x)

and this also leads to

By (5) and that (bi,

[(b;,lL,y*),

gi,

(p*,p'*,q*),

di) maximizes utility for each i subject to the budget constraint,
(bi,gi,dn,

... , (biv,giv,div)]

is a mixed equilibrium by defini-

tion·1 I I;
Remark: We have shown

It > OYiin

a mixed equilibrium. This is used in many

of the lemmas below.
In the next lemma, we show that if any set of mixed equilibrium allocations has
an xtreme point, then the land allocation is an indicator function for all consumers, i.e.,
no one is sharing any point of his land with anyone else.
Lemma 8: Let ME(p,p',q;d,by)

~ (SI)N x (L+(L))N

be the set of consumers'

consumption of land in a mixed equilibrium associated with (p, p', q) E P 5', mobile goods
allocation d and production input-output

density by. If {(bi, gi)}~l

E

M E(p, p', q; d, by)

is an extreme point of M E(p, p', q; d), then gi is an indicator function for all i, 1 ~ i ~ N.

Lemma 9: M E(p, p', q; d, by) is convex and compact in the product topology on

(Sl)N

x

(LOO(L))N.

In the proof of the existence of a mixed equilibrium, no restriction was imposed
on 9 and b for each consumer to rule out a phenomenon not observed in reality, namely,
consumers may have non-zero input-output density on some set of land of positive measure which they do not own. By the following assumption and Lemma 8, we can show
that if {(bi,gi)}~l

gi(X)

=1=

E

1I1E(p,p',q;d,by)

0 a.s. whenever b~(x)

=1=

is an extreme point of ME(p,p',qid,by),

then

0 a.s. for all i. That is, no consumer has non-zero

Assumption

A6: Let Xi be the consumption

Ut(b- B- J.)- aUi(a,di),
1

1,

1,

1

ad't

-

1,

a=

set for consumer i and let di,t and

IB- hi(X,bi(x»dm(x),di=di'
I

(2) There is a mobile good 1such that for (bi, Bi, di), (bi, BL
Vi

= 1, ... , N,

j

= 0, ... , k,

uf (bi, Bi,

limdi,l->O

(3) Let B E B with m(B)

=I

_

dD E Xi,

and di,l

=I

0,

di) > U! (bi, Bi, di).

0. hi is differentiable

with respect to bi for all i. For

all (bi, Bi, di) E Xi, (bj, Bj, dj) E Xj, if there is a mobile good 1 such that

consumption of mobile good 1 is essential to every consumer. The last part states that
if one consumer has higher utility density ratio for some land than any other consumer,
then his utility density ratio for input-output

density is also higher than anyone else's.

One example satisfying this assumption is Ui(bi, Bi, di) = ui(fBi
where hi(x, bi(x)) = Ti(x)

2:;=1 (-bi,t(x))

Lemma 10: UnderA6,

if{(bi,gi)}~l

Theorem 5: If the economy
equilibrium

Proof:
ME(p,p',

E ME(p,p',q;d,by)

E satisfies

di)

Ti E L1 and Ti > 0 a.s ..

then for all i, gi(X) > 0 a.s. wheneverbi(x)

ME(p,p',q;d,by),

competitive

+ Ti(x),

hi(x, bi(x ))dm(x),

assumptions

is an extreme

point

of

=I- O.

Al-A6,

then there exists

a

for E.

By Theorem 4, there exists a mixed equilibrium for economy E. Let

q;d,by)

~ (SdN

x (LCX>(L))N be the set of consumers' land allocations of

the mixed equilibrium associated with (p, p', q) E P 5' and mobile goods d E (R,i)N.
Then by Lemma 9, ME(p,p',q;
(LCX>(L))N.

d, by) is convex and compact in the topology on (Sl)N

x

By the Krein-Milman Theorem (Rudin [20] p.70), the consumers' land

allocation in the mixed equilibrium, M E(p, p', q~d, by), is the closed convex hull of
its extreme points.

Since M E(p, p', q; d, by)

=l <p, M E(p,

p', q; d, by) has an extreme

point. By Lemmas 8 and 10, an extreme point of ME(p,p',q;d,by)
by a vector of input-output
{(b1,lBJ,

... ,(bN,lBN)}

can be represented

densities and indicator functions of land parcels, call it

where Bi E Band IBi(x)

=I- 0 a.s. whenever bi(x) =I- 0 a.s. for

1

[h~(x, bi(x))

+ 9i(X)hi(x,

O)]dm(x)

+ IBi(x)hi(x,O)]dm(x)

= l[h'(x,bi(x))
=

Li

hi(x, bi(x ))dm(x)

and there is a (P, q) E P S such that

1

[p'(x, bi(x))

+ 9i(X )p(x )]dm(x)

=
=

1
hi

[P'(x, bi(x)) + 1Bi (x )p(x )]dm(x)
P(x, bi(x ))dm(x).

We conclude that (bi, Bi, di) also solves the consumer's problem (3) subject to (4) for

Let A = {x
fA by(x)dm(x),

by(x)

ELI

hence (by,A,y)

i=

O}. It is obvious that y = fL by(x)dm(x)

E Y and makes the same profit as (by, 1L,y)

=

relative

to (P, q) E PS, and therefore it solves the producer's problem. Given (a) of (5), one has
2:~1 IBJX)
Also,

= 1L(x) =

Uf!:l Bi = L.

1 for every x E L, and thus Bi

Thus, [(by, A, y), (bl, B1 dl),

... ,

n Bj

=

¢ for i i= j, 1 ~ i,j ~ N.

(bN, BN, dN)] is a feasible allocation

as (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Definition 7 are satisfied. By the definition of a competitive

Definition 14: A feasible allocation [(by, A, y), (bl, B1, dd, ... , (bN, B N, dN)] is Pareto optimal if for any other feasible allocation [(b~, A', y'), (b~, B~,
it is not true that Ui(bi,

dD, ... , (b~,

Bi, di) ~ Ui(bi, Bi, di) for all i = 1, ..., N, and Uj(bj,

B~, d~)],
Bj, dj) >

L

Uj(bj, Bj, dj) for some j.

X, and

€

> 0, there is (b', B', d')

and IIb(x) - b'(x)lIk

<€

E X with

lid -

d'ilk <

€,

for all x E L, such that U(b',B',d')

fL 11B(X) - 1B'(X )Idm(x)

> U(b,B,d).

< €,

Theorem 6: Under Ai, if each consumer has a utility satisfying A2 and that is
,

a competitive equilibrium.

Let [(b~,A',y'),(b~,B~,d~),

...,(bN,BN,dN)]

allocation Pareto-dominating the equilibrium allocation.

l~.

P(x, b~(x))dm(x)

+ q.d~ >

li

P(x, bi(x ))dm(x)

+ q.di .

l:

P(x, bHx ))dm(x)

+ q.d~ >

li

P(x, bi(x ))dm(x)

+ q.di.

+ q.d~ ~

li

P(x, bi(x ))dm(x)

+ q.di.

l~

P(x, b~(x))dm(x)

be a feasible

?= 1, P(x,
N

t=l

N

b~(x))dm(x)

Bi

8hi

+

q.?= d~
t=l

N

>
=

L

8
N

P(x, bi(x ))dm(x)

+ q.

di.

8Li
N

[P(x, by(x)) - P(x, O)]dm(x)

8 h;

+ q.y +

P(x, O)dm(x)

N

>

L

8
N

+ q*.

ei·

N

[P(x, b~(x)) - P(x, O)]dm(x)

[P(x, by(x)) - P(x, O)]dm(x)

+ q. 8[d~

- ei]

+ q.y,

which contradicts that (by, A, y) maximizes profit at (P, q). This completes the proof./ / /

similar to those encountered in the previous section.
Finally, the exploration of the implications of this model for the local public
goods and the producer location literature might be worthwhile. It is hoped that the
combination of the model of land with a model of local public goods could reverse some
of the negative results of Bewley [11] concerning local public goods.

Footnotes
1. See Berliant [4] for other properties of the underlying preferences.
2. That is because b E 51'
3. P(x,O)

and P(x, b(x))

denote the price densities of land before and after

production, respectively. Zero is the convention for no production at a point.
4. It is possible that there exists a (b',A')

fAI [P(x, b'(x)) - P(x, 0)

+ q.b'(x)]dm(x)

=

fL[P(x,

with b'

=1=

b*,A'

b*(x)) - P(x, 0)

=1=

A*, such that

+ q.b*(x)]dm(x)

5. Berliant and ten Raa [7] use a more general utility function on the set of land
parcels that allows complementarities.
6. Preferences are strictly monotone if for any (b,B,d)

and (b,B,d')

E X, every

component of d' is greater than or equal to the corresponding component of d and
at least one component of d' is greater than the corresponding component of d, then

Ui(b,B,d')

> Ui(b,B,d).

Lemma 1: X' and Y' are compact in the product topology on Sl
Proof:

First we show that D,' is closed.

Let {(bt, gt, Yt)}

X

need to show that (b*, g*, y*) E D,'. Given that 0 ~ gt ~ 1 for all t and gt

> 1 for x

Loo

X

Rk•

Suppose
X

Rk• We

g* weak*ly,

-+

> O. Then by weak* convergence of {gt}~l'

F with m(F)

E

Loo

E D,'.

~1

(bt, gt, Yt) converges to (b*, g*, y*) in the topology defined above on Sl

suppose g*(x)

X

there exists a T2 such that for all t > T2, IF gt(x )dm(x)

> m(F) which contradicts that

gt ~ 1. Similarly, it is false that g* < 0, and we conclude that 0 ~ g* ~ 1. Thus,
(b* , g*, y*) E D,' and D,' is closed.

G in the unit ball of Loo, by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, it is weak* compact. The set
of feasible allocations of mobile goods is closed and bounded and, thus is compact, so D,'

It is obvious that X' is closed given D,' is closed and dt is non-negative in all
components. That Y' is closed follows from AI. Since X' and Y' are closed subsets of

Lemma 2: P S' is compact in the product

topology on S3

Proof: First, we show that PS' is closed in S3
S;;;

PS' where Pt

-+

p* and p~

to show that (p*,p'*,q*)

p~(x, (Ab

+ A'b')(x))

p'* uniformly, and qt

-+

S4 x Ri.

S4 x Ri.
Let {(Pt, p~, qt)}~l

q* componentwise. We need

PS'. By definition, for all t, Ap~(x,b(x))

.

where A, A' E R, b, b' E Sl and x E L. Since p~

obvious that AP'*(X, b(x))

IL[P~(x, b(x))

E

-+

X

X

+ A' p'*(x, b'(x))

+ Pt(x)g(x)]dm(x)

+ 2:;=1

=

p'*(Ab + A'b')(x))

qj,t = 1. As Pt

-+

-+

+ A'p~(x,b'(x))

=

p'* uniformly, it is

for all x. By definition,

p* and p~ -+ p'*,

Vb and g,

by

arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 1 and Lebesgue's dominated

Em

r [p~(x, b(x)) + Pt(x )g(x )]dm(x)

=

t-+ooJL

r [p'*(x,

JL

b(x))

+ p*(x

)g(x )]dm(x).

Since Ri is closed in the usual topology on Rk,

1

k

[p'*(x, b(x))

+ p*(x

+ L q;

)g(x )]dm(x)

L

=1

j=l

and we conclude that (p*, p'*, q*) E PSI.

product topology on S3 x S4 x

It is clear that S3 and S4 are bounded and

Ri.f / /

Proof: We prove Xi(p, /, q,Ji) is a closed correspondence by showing that the
graph of Xi(p, /, q,Ji),

{(p, /, q,Ji, b, g, d) E PSI

X

R+

X

XI

Ii

[/(x, b(x))

Consider two sequences, {(Pt, p~, qt,Jt)}~l

qt,Jt)}~l
PSI

X

~ PSI

X

R+ and {(bt,gt,dt)}~l

R+ and (b*,g*,d*)

+ p(x)g(x)]dm(x)

+ q.d

and {(bt, gt, dt)}~l'

with {(Pt, P~,

~ XI, which tend to (p*,p'*,q*,J*)

E XI, respectively. Assume that (bt,gt,dt)

for every t. We need to show (b*, g"", d*) E Xi(P*, p'*, q* ,1*).

+ Ip~(x, b*(x))

E

E Xi(Pt,p~,qt,It)

Consider the following

Ip~(x, bt(x)) - p'*(x, b*(x))\
~Ip~(x, bt(x)) - p~(x, b*(x))\

~ Id,

- p'*(x, b*(x))1

~c31Ibt(x) - b*(x )lIk + Ip~(x, b*(x)) - p'*(x, b*(x ))1.

Since p~
every x E L as t

--t

--t

p'* and bt
(Xl.

As gt

lim

--t

--t

b* uniformly, p~(x, bt(x))
g* weak*ly and Pt

r gt(x)pt(x)dm(x)

=

t--= JL

r [p~(x, bt(x))

lim

i

[p'*(x, b*(x))

Since fL[P~(x, bt(x ))+Pt(x

+ q*.d*

g*(x)]dm(x)
of Xi(p*,p'*,q*,

+ p*(x

minimum

r g*(x)p*(x)dm(x).

JL

)g*(x )]dm(x)

)gt(x )]dm(x )+qt.dt

::; 1* and therefore, (b*,g*,d*)

1*) is closed in PS' x R+

Lemma 4: Let {(Pt,p~,qt,It)}~l
to (P*,P'*,q*,I*)

p* uniformly, by arguments similar

--t

+ Pt(x )gt(x )]dm(x) + qt·dt

t--= J L
=

p'*(x, b*(x)) uniformly for

--t

X

+ q* .d*.

::; It, one has fdp'*(x,
Xi(P*,P'*,q*,J*).

E

b*(x ))+p(x)
Thus the graph

X' and Xi is a closed correspondence./ / /

be a sequence in the set PS' x R+ converging

and let (b*,g*,d*)

E

Xi(p*,p'*,q*,I*).

Under Al, if 1* is not tlle

wealth relative to (p*, p'*, q*), there exists a sequence {(bt, gt, dt)}~l

that (bl, gt, dt) E Xi(Pt, p~, qt,It)

for all t and (bt, gt, dt)

--t

(b*, g*, d*) as t

--t

Proof: Two cases have to be considered in constructing {(bt, gt, dt)}~l

(bt, gt, dt) E Xi(Pt, p~, qt, It) for all t and (bt, gt, dt)
Suppose fdp'*(x,

b*(x))+

p*(x)g*(x)]

such that for t > T, fL [p~(x, b*( x))

Suppose fL[P'*(x,

{(bl, gt, dt)}~l

b*(x))

+ Pt(x

+ p*(x

(b*, g*, d*) as t

--t

)g*(x )]dm(x)

(Xl.

such that

(Xl.

< J*. Hence there exists aT

dm(x)+q*.d*

)g*(x)] dm(x)

--t

such

+ qt.d* < It.

+ q* .d*

can be constructed as follows. If fL[Pt(x,

=

{(bt, gt, dt)}~l

can

1*. Then the sequence

b* (x))

+Pt(x )g*(x )]dm(x)

+qt.d*

:::; It for some t > 0, take (bt,gt,dt)

+Pt(x)g*(x)]

dm(x)

=

(b*,g*,d*).

Suppose fL[Pt(x,b*(x))

+ qt.d* > It > 0 for some t > O. Let

It =At[l
=

[Pt(x, b*(x))

+ Pt(x

)g*(x )]dm(x)

1

[Pt(X, Atb*(X)) + Pt(X)Atg*(x)]dm(x)

It is clear that (Atb*,Atg*,Atd*)

E

+ qtd*]
+ qtAtd*.

X'. Thus we can take (bt,gt,dt)

. (Atb*,Atg*,Atd*)

for such t in this case. This completes the proof that such a sequence exists. / / /

sequences, {(Pt, P~, qt,It)}~l
and {(bt,gt,dt)}~l
respectively.

(b*,g*,d*)

E

and {(bt, gt, dt)}~l'

~ X', which tend to (p*,p'*,q*,I*)

E PS'xR+

Assume that (bt, gt, dt) E ~i(Pt, P~, qt,It)

~ PS'

and (b*,g*,d*)

X

R+

E X',

for every t. We need to show

~i(p*,p'*,q*,1*).

Consider first the case I*

(b*,g*,d*)

with {(Pt, P~, qt, It)}~l

E Xi(P*,P'*,q*,I*).

=1=

O. Since Xi(P*, p'*, q*, 1*) is closed by Lemma 3,

Suppose (b*,g*,d*)

fj. ~i(p*,p'*,q*,I*)

and the highest

utility attained by any element of ~i(P*, P'*, q*, I*) is 8' E R. As hi is continuous and

lim
t-+oo

JrL [h~(x,

bt(x)) + gt(x )hi(x, O)]dm(x)

r

= JL [h~(x,

b*(x)) + g*(x )hi(x, O)]dm(x).

lim UI(bt,gt,dt)

t-+oo

= lim (}t = UI(b*,g*,d*)

= (}*

for (}* and (}t E R. As shovm in Lemma 4, for each (b',g',d')
exists a sequence {(b~,g~,d~)}~l

such that (b~,g~,d~)

for all t. Since limt-+ooUI(b~,g~,

Xi(Pt,p~,qt,It)

Hence (bt, gt, dt)

tf.

< (}'

t-+oo

-t

E

Xi(p*,p'*,q*,I*),

(b',g',d'),

there

and (b~,g~,d~)

d~) = (}',there exists a T such that for

~i(Pt, p~, qt, It) as (b~, g~, dD attains higher utility for each t > T,

which is a contradiction.

Thus (b*,g*,d*)

E ~i(p*,P'*,q*,I*)

and

~i

is closed when

Now consider the case that I* = 0 and two sequences, {(Pt, p~, qt, It)}~l
{(bt,gt,dt)}~l'

which tend to (p*,p'*,q*,O)

E ~i(P*,P'*,q*,O).

Since every point in ~i(p,p',q,Ii)

Since Xi is closed by Lemma 3, (b*,g*,d*)
(b*,g*,d*)

E PS' x R+ and (b*,g*,d*)

and

E X', re-

Assume that (bt, gt, dt) E ~i(Pt, p~, qt, It) for every t. We need to show

spectively.
(b*,g*,d*)

E

E

~i(P*,P'*,q*,O).

E Xi(p*,p'*,q*,O)

is at least as good as

and we conclude that

~ Y', which tend to (p*,p'*,q*)

E PS' and (b*,lL,Y*)

E Y', respectively.

Assume

that (bt, lL, Yt) E Tf(Pt, P~, qt) for every t. We need to show (b*, lL, y*) E Tf(P*, p'*, q*).
Let fL p~(x, bt(x ))dm(x)

(p*,p'*,q*)

and (bt, lL,Yt)

+ qt.Yt =
-+

Mt for all t and some Mt E R. Since (Pt, P~, qt)

(b*, h,y*),

one has, by arguments similar to those used

r p~(x,bt(x))dm(x)+qt.Yt=

Em

r p'*(x,b*(x))dm(x)+q*.y*

t---+oo } L

} L

=

for some M* E R. Suppose (b*, lL, y*)

-+

rt

Em Mt == M*

t---+oo

Tf(P*, p'*, q*) and the profit attained by any

element of Tf(P*, p'*, q*) is M' > M* where M' E R. Let (b', lL, y') E Tf(P*, p'*, q*). As

1

{(Pt,p~,qt)}~l
to (p*,p'*,q*)

p~(x, b'(x ))dm(x)

+ qt.y' > Mt

and {zd~l'

with {(Pt,p~,qt)}~l

E

=

1

p~(x, bt(x ))dm(x)

~ PS' and {zd~l ~ Z, which tend

PS' and z* E Z, respectively. Assume that (Pt,p~,qt)

t. vVeneed to show (p*, p'*, q*) E T(Z*).

+ qt·Yt·

E

T(Zt) for every

for some M*

E R. Suppose (p*, p'*, q*)

any element of T(Z*) is M'

Proof: Let (b,g,d)
and UHb',g',d')

1

T(Z*) so that the value of Vz* attained

where M'

M*

and (b',g',d')

E R. Let

(p,f/, q)

E T(Z*).

by

As Vz is

be two elements in X' with UI (b,g,d)

2: c E R

2: c E R. Then if 0 ~ >. ~ 1, by assumption A4,

[h~(x, (Ab

=

>

t/:

+ (1 -

1

{>'[h~(x, b(x))

+ ()..g + (1 -

>')b')(x)

+ g(x)hi(x,

Ui()..b

+ (1 -

=

ui(l

[h~(x, (>.b + (1 - >')b')(x)

=

Ui(l

{>'[h~(x, b(x))

0)]

+ (1 -

)..)g')(x )hi(x, O)]dm(x)

>')[h~(x, b'(x))

+ g'(x)hi(x,

O)]}dm(x).

)")b', >.g + (1 - >.)g', >'d + (1 - >')d')

+ g(x )hi(x,

+ (>.g + (10)]

+ (1 -

>')g')(X)hi(X, O)]dm(x), >'d + (1 - >')d')

>')[h~(x, b'(x))

+ g'(x

)hi(x,O)]}dm(x),
>'d + (1 - >')d')

2: min{ Ui(l

[h~(x, b(x)) + g(x )hi(x, O)]dm(x), d),
Ui(l

1

[p'(x, b(x))

[h~(x, b'(x))

+ g'(x

+ p(x )g(x )]dm(x) + q.d

~ Ii

)hi(x, O)]dm(x), d')}

i

[p'(x, b' (x))

+ p(x

)g'(x )]dm(x)

>. and

Multiplying the inequalities above by

(1 -

>.),

+ q.d'

:::;Ii.

respectively and by Definition 10,

it is straightforward to show that

1

[p'(x, (>.b + (1 - >')b')(x))

+ p(x

)(>.g

Hence, it is established that for 0 :::;>.
E

+ (1 -

>.)g')(x )]dm(x)

+ q.[>.d + (1 -

>')d'] :::;Ii.

:::; 1, (Ab + (1- >')b', >.g + (1- >.)g', >'d + (1- >')d')

Xi(p, p', q, Ii). Since the budget set correspondence Xi(p, p', q, Ii) is convex-valued, the

demand correspondence ei(p, p', q, Ii) is also convex-valued as it is the intersection of two
convex sets, Xi and an upper contour set of the utility function Uj.

'lJ(M)

= {(b,

1L, y) E

Y'

I

i

p'(x, b(x ))dm(x)

+ q.y = M}

for some M E [-00,00]. By Definition 10, for any (b, 1L, y), (b'., 1L, y') E'lJ(M),

1

p'(x, (>.b + (1 - >.)b')(x ))dm(x)

Lemma 8: Let ME(p,p',qjd,by)

~ (51)N

+ q.[>.y + (1 -

x (Vf(L))N

>.)y'] = M.

be the set of consumers'

consumption of land in a mixed equilibrium associated with (p, p', q) E P 5', mobile goods
allocation d and production input-output

density by. If {(bi, gj)}f::l

E

M E(p, p',

qj

d, by)

is an extreme point ofM E(p, p', q; d), then gj is an indicator function for all i, 1 :::;i :::;N.

Proof: Suppsoe {(bi,gi)}~l

ME(p,p',q;d,by)

E

is an extreme point of ME(

p, p', q; d, by), but gi is not an indicator function. Then there exists Ti E B with m(Ti)

>0

and Ai::; gi(X) ::; 1 - Ai for x E Ti where 0 < Ai < ~. It is easy to show that there exist
a j =I- i and 1 ::;j ::; N such that Tj

=

{x E LIAj ::; gj(x) ::; 1- Aj} and m(Ti n Tj) > 0

where 0 < Aj < ~. Substitute hi(x,O)

and p(x) for hex) and P(x),

respectively, in

the lemma of Berliant [5] and follow the steps of the proof in the lemma to get the
existence of T'i and T'j E R such that hi(x, 0)

= T'ip( x)

a.s., and hj(x, 0)

= T'jp( x)

a.s. for

convex combination of two elements of M E(p, p', q; d, by), and hence could not have
been an extreme point.

Since

J Pi(X,

O)dm(x)

is a nonatomic measure on Ti

n Tj,

by

Lyapunov's Theorem its range is convex. Let BT;nTj denote the a-algebra of measurable
sets contained in Ti n Tj. We can find M, M' E BT;nTj such that M n M'

= <f>, MUM' =

Ti n Tj, and

r p(x )dm(x)
JM

Let

€'

= mine Ai,

consumer i, and bj(x)
and

h = h, 9k = gk

=

r
JM'

Aj). Let hi(x)

= bj(x)

p(x )dm(x)

= bi(x)

and 9j(x)

=

1

-2

and 9i(X)

= gj(x)

r

JT;nTj

p(x )dm(x)

= gi(X)

- €'.lM'(x)

-

€'

.1M(X)

+ €'.lM(x)

+ €'.lM'(X)

for

for consumer j

for all k =I- i, k =I- j, 1 ::; k ::; N. It is easily seen that {(hi, 9i, di)}~l

satisfies the budget constraints for all k. Next we check the utility level of consumers i

h [h~(x, hi(x)) + gi(X )hi(x, O)]dm(x)
=
=

r [h~(x, bi(x))
r [h~(x, bi(x))
JL

h[hj(X,

r [hj(x,
r [hj(x,
JL

JL
=

=h

+ 9i(X)hi(x,

O)]dm(x) -

r

r

ri.E'[

r hi(x,O)dm(x)]
r p(x)dm(x)]
JM'

hi(x, O)dm(x) -

JM

JM

p(x)dm(x)

JM'

-

[h~(x, bi(x)) + 9i(X )hi(x, O)]dm(x).

=h

=

+ 9i(X)hi(x, O)]dm(x) - E'[

JL

bj(x))

+ gj(x)hj(x,O)]dm(x)

bj(x))

+ gj(x

bj(x))

+ gj(x)hj(x,
+ gj(x

[hj(x, bj(x))

.
""N
Smce
L..,.i=l -bi

)l-~j(x, O)]dm(x) - E'[

r

JM'

O)]dm(x) - rj.E'[

r hj(x, O)dm(x)]
r p(x)dm(x)]
JM

hj(x, O)dm(x) -

r

JM'

p(x)dm(x)

JM

-

)hj(x, O)]dm(x).

= ""N
L..,.i=l bi = by

and ""N
L..,.i=l gi

the producer ma k·es

= ""N
L..,.i=l gi = lL,

the same amount of profit with the new consumption allocation {(hi,gi,di)}f::1'
fact that 2:=[:1 di

=

2:=[:1 ei

+ fL by(x )dm(x),

=

2:=[:1 hi

2:=[:1 bi

= by

and di is fixed

for all i, the mobile goods markets are cleared. Thus, since {(hi, gi, di)}f::1

Now construct {(bi,9i)}f::1

E'.lM(X) - E'.lM'(X)
E'.lM(X)

maximizes

as follows. Let bi(X) = bi(X) and 9i(X) = gi(X)

for consumer i, and bj(x)

for consumer j and bk

By the

= bj(x)

= h,9k = gk for all k

and 9j(X)
=1=

i, k =1= j,

steps to those used above, one can demonstrate that {(bi,9i)}f::1

= gj(x)

- E'.lM'(X)

1::::; k::::; N. By
E

+
+

similar

ME(p,p',q;d,by).

all i. Hence {(bi,gi)}~l

is not an extreme point of ME(p,p',q;d,by).

the hypothesis and gi is an indicator function a.s. for all i, 1

1

[h~(x, bi(x))

+ gi(X )hi(x,

O)]dm(x)

=

1

[h~(x, b~(x))

This contradicts

:s; i :s; N./ / /

+ g~(x )hi(x,

O)]dm(x)

UI(> ..bi + (1 - >")b~,>"gi + (1 - >..)g~,di)
=u~(l

[h~(x, ()..bi + (1 - >")bD(x))

=UI(bi, gi, di)

+ [>"gi + (1 -

>..)g~](x)hi(x, O)]dm(x), di)

= Bi·

N

2)>..bi

+ (1 -

>")b~]= by.

i=l

Similarly, as

2:~1g~ = 2:~1gi = 1L, we have
N

I)>"gi

+ (1 -

>..)g~]= 1L·

i=l

Thus, as the producer's profit is determined by by, the producer makes the same amount
of profit with the new consumption allocation {>"bi

+ (1 -

>")b~,>"gi + (1 - >..)gi, dd~l'

The mobile goods markets are cleared since 2:[:1 di

[[p'(X,
it is clear that {(Abi

b~(x))

+ p(X)g~(x)]dm(x)

+ q.di

+ (1 - A)b~, Agi + (1 - A)g~, di)}~l

get constraint. As {Pbi

+ (1-

A)b~, Agi

+ (1-

~ Ii,

satisfies each consumer's bud-

A)gL di)}~l

maximizes each consumer's

isfies the definition of a mixed equilibrium and belongs to ME(p,p',qjd,by).

M E(p, p',

qj

Thus,

d, by) is convex.

Next we prove M E(p, p', qj d, by) is compact in the product topology on (Sl)N

(L'f)N.

Let {(bi,gi),

lim

t--.oo

so {(b1,gl),

... ,(bkr,gjy)}

E ME(p,p',qjd,by)

for all t > 0 and suppose b~ -t bi

j [p'(x, b~(x)) + g~(x)p(x )]dm(x) = j [p'(x, bi(x))
L

... ,(bN,gN)}

L

+ gi(X )p(x

)]dm(x),

is in the budget set for every i = 1, ... ,N. For consumers, we

need only check whether UICbi, gi, di)

UI(bi, gi, di)

X

= Ui(h

= limt--.=

[h~(x, bi(X))

UI (bL g;, di).

+ gi(X )hi(x,

O))]dm(x), di)

t--.= JrL [h~(x,b!(x)) + g~(X)hi(x,O)]dm(x),di)

= Ui( lim

t--.= Ui( JrL [h~(x, b!(x)) + g~(x )hi(x,

= lim

= lim 8~ = 8~.
t--.oo

l

l

O)]dm(x), di)

Hence (bi,9i,di)

attains the highest level of utility attainable subject to the budget

constraint for consumer i. It is straightforward to check
and

2:[:1

bi = by given

2:[:1

9f(X) = 1, a.s. and

2:[:1

2:[:19i(X) =

1, a.s. (x E L)

b~ = by for all t. Thus by is not

changed and the producer is making the same amount of profit with the consumption
allocation in the limit. The mobile goods markets are cleared since

fL by(x )dm(x)

and

2:[:1

b~ =

2:[:1

bi

= by.

Hence {(bi,

the consumption set is compact by lemma 1, ME(p,
Lemma 10: Under A6, if
1I1E(p,p',q;d,by),
Proof:
bj(x)

9i)}f::1E M E(p,

is a closed set in the product topology on (Sl)Nx

ME(p,p',q;d,by)

then, for all i, 9i(X) > 0 a.s. wheneverbi(x)

= Oa.s .. Let Bi = {x E LI9i(X)

=

=!=-

O. Since {(bi,

> OJ. If m(Bi)

9i)}f::1 is an extreme
Suppose bj(x)

p', q; d, by) and

(LCXJ(L))N. Since

is an extreme
=!=-

point

of

0 a.s ..

= 0 for some i, then it does not

desity on Bi.

So consider

point of M E(p, p', qj d, by), by Lemma 8,

is an indicator function, i.e., consumer i owns Bi and 9j(X)
while consumer j owns Bj.

2:[:1 ei +

Oa.s. for some j and x E L, then

matter whether other consumers have nonzero input-output
m(Bi)

di =

p', qj d, by) is also compact) / /

{(bi,9i)}f::1E ME(p,p',qjd,by)

We need to show that if 9j(X)

2:[:1

=!=-

= Oa.s.

for x E Bi and j

0 for x E Bij ~ Bi with m(Bij)

=!=-

9i
i,

> O. Let

Ui and Uj be the utility functions for consumers i and j, respectively and

Since
hi(x,O)

Up, hi

and p are continuous functions defined on compact sets and hi(X, 0) > Oa.s.,

and p(x) are bounded for x E Bi and in equilibrium, p > Oa.s .. Thus it is clear

that 0 < 1'i <

00,

0 < I. <
-J

00

and for x E Bij,

UP(bi, Bi,_di)hi(x,

0) ~ p(x) ~ UJ(bj, Bj, dj)hj(x,

0)

(7)

Ij

Ii

By assumption A6 (1), "is > 0, UP(bi, Bi, di)hi(x,

0) =1= sUJ(bj, Bj, dj)hj(x,

0) a.s., so (7)

(2). Differentiate L(bi, Bi, di) with respect to di,l and set the derivative to zero to get
the first-order condition, Uf(bi, Bi, di)

=

Aiql where ql is the price of mobile good 1.

Similarly, there is a Aj E R such that UJ(bj, Bj, dj) = Ajql.
Since consumer i owns Bi, we need to show that 1'i ~ Ai and Ij :::;Aj. If Ai > 1'i,
then consumer i can be better off by exchanging some land in Bij for equal value of

B f --{

X

EB .. I'.>-.+
tJ At

€(a) is defined to be such that

It

IB

« 0<)

€

> UP(bi,Bi,di)hi(x,O)
p( x)

p(x)dm(x)

=

aql.

=

(di,1,di,2, ... ,d~,I, ... ,di,k).

1,
Bi

p(x)dm(~)

+ d~q =

Thus (bi,B~,dD

r
lBi

p(x)dm(x)

-

.

By allowing small marginal

show that the utility of consumer i can be increased. Let B~
and d~

>-.}
It

_

= Bd

Bf(a), d~,l = di,l

+ a,

is in the budget set for consumer i

r
lB«a)

p(x)dm(x)

+ diq + aql

=

Li

+ diq.

p(x)dm(x)

Using Taylor's series to expand Ui around (bi, Bi, di) and evaluate it at (bi, Bi, di), we

Ui(bi, BL dD - Ui(bi, Bi, di)
= UP(bi,Bi,di)(l

-1

h(x,O)dm(x)
Bi

= -UP(bi, Bi, di)

1

+ Uf(bi,Bi,di)(di,l-

h(x,O)dm(x))

di,l)

+R

Bi

h(x, O)dm(x)

+ Uf(bi,

Bi, di).a

+ R,

B.(o<)

where R is the remainder. Since R converges to 0 at a rate faster than

-UP(bi, Bi, di)

1

h(x, O)dm(x)

+ Uf(bi,

Bi, di).a

B.(o<)

1-

UP(bi, Bi, di)

1

h(x, O)dm(x)

+ Uf(bi,

IRI·

Bi, di).a'i >

B.(o<)

As A;• >

;Y;

/.

+ '-~>

>
- £
E B f(O') an d U'(b
_ Ii or x
i i, B i, d)'
i

U?(bi,Bi,di)hi(X,O)
p(x)

- UP(bi, Bi, di)

> - Ai

1

1

h(x, O)dm(x)

+ Uf(bi,

= /liql,

we h ave

Bi, di)a

B.(o<)

p(x)dm(x)

+ aAiq/

B.(o<)

=[Ai - Ai]aq,
=0,
hence for a' < a, Ui(bi, BL di) > Ui(bi, Bi, di), a contradiction.

Therefore

'Yi ~ Ai.

Analogously we can show that Ij :::;Aj, as otherwise consumer j can be better off by
giving up some of mobile good 1 and buying equal value ofland in Bij.

Now by (8)

UP(bi, Bi, di)hi(x, 0) > UP(bi, Bi, di)hi(X, 0)
Ai
'Yi
UJ(bj, Bj, dj)hj(x, 0)
UJ(bj, Bj, dj)hj(x,
> -------~
A

a.s.(x E Bij).

Ij

j

0)

Since the utility function is strictly monotone in mobile goods, qz > 0 in the equilibrium

UP(bi, Bi, di)hi(X,
A.iqZ

-------->

As bj ( x )

..J.

I

0 for x E Bij

equal UJ(bj, Bj, dj) for x E Bij,

0)

UJ(bj, Bj, dj)hj(x,
A.jqZ

0)

.

.
.
UO(b
B j, d)1j
In
t h e eqUl'l'b
1 num,
j
j,

8hj(x,bj(x))
8bj,/(X)

1

h as to

otherwise the utility of consumer j is not maximized

as in the equilibrium marginal cost of mobile good l equals marginal cost of changing
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